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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
It is the purpose or this survey to determine the problem 
being ~aced by beginning teachers in their rirst year. An age 
old problem, "the first yearn is being looked upon with more 
importance with each September. As industry is raced with the 
upward spiraling or cost of materials and ~ost of living, so 
education is faced with just as unending a spiral. The in-
creased school population at all levels :niakes it necessary for 
more teachers and more buildings, which in turn will be filled 
with more students. As in the case of the industrial leader, 
education must also be concerned with the product placed on 
the market; namely, the students educated within its system. 
If' the industrialist uses poor quality in his manuracturing 
process, his final product will not meet the standards or the 
consumer. In the same light, if education_ cannot provide 
good teachers, it too has lost its effectiveness. Industry 
has the advantage, in that it can be sure of the ma"t~rials 
which go into its product. They can rely upon established 
firms to provide standard materials, while education is not so 
fortunate • 
. Education, whether selecting .from 11established. firms" or 
not, cannot account for the human element, and, therefore, 
-~ mu.st t:ry to fit the materials to their specification. Since 
r l3os'1:on Un1vera1ty: 
School ~Jilduoatioll 
Lib;t'ary 
this is the case1 countless criticisms have been leveled at 
the colleges and universities which pro·vide teacher training 
programs. It is :f'elt that they do not do all they might to 
make the :f'irst year teacher "e:f':f'icient material" :f'or use in 
the wheels of education. The :f'acultie$ o:f' these insti~tions 
have been accused o:f' teaching merely theory. They have been 
criticised :f'or not fully preparirig the new teacher to make 
necessary modi:f'ications and concessions in applying theory to 
practical situations. 
It is an accepted :f'_act that the :f'irst weeks may establish 
a pattern :f'or a lifetime o:f' teaching. It is obvious 1 there-
fore, that careful preparation and ef:f'ective in;,.,service train-
ing must provide imii1ediate aid. to the new teacher. The transi 
tion period between university life and teaching is a trying 
one. Upon the beginning teacher's. success:f'ul orientation at 
the college and classroom level1 depend the future success o:f' 
numberless students. With this in mind1 the tremendous im-
portance of satisfactory training of the new teacher takes on 
great proportions in the production of a worthwhile product or 
education. Since the very survival or the nation depends upon 
this product, it must be as flawless as human ef:f'ort can make 
it. 
Bearing in mind the important impact that the .first year 
teacher brings to the educational system, it is obviou.s that 
every effort must be made to assure this beginner all the to olf 
e possible :f'or success. As 1 t would be unfair to the .first 
2. 
grader to give him. a pencil and not show him how to sharpen 
it, it would be equally unfair to give the beginning teacher 
the problems of the classroom with no means of solving them • 
. These new teachers, although they approach their new 
positions with a sense of-e.x;citement and a feeling of' dedica-
tion, must be prepared to face teaching's problems also. Al-
though these problems are not necessarily stumbling blocks, 
they may well bring feelings of ariJ!,:iety. and tension which will 
lower the effectiveness of their teacb,ing. 
Since this is the case:, ~his thesis is aimed at the un~ 
covering of the problems which new teachers found they were 
prepared to handl& through their college and in-service tra.in-
ing, and those problems which thay found their background had 
not provided for. In this way6 a light might be shed on the 
areas that ·college and in-service training might well provide 
had they known.. As industry would quickly oil its machines, 
so education must also help to improve its production of a 
product· far more important- the very hope of the future. 
.CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERA TORE 
The beginning teacher is the concern of' much of' the eur-
rent research in education. The major area ·of' discussion 
centers about the dif'.ficultiesf'acedby the student who is 
called upon to pass .from student to teacher during the period 
of' two or three months. This is particularly brought to 
. . y 
light by the statements of . Johnson and Umatattd who express 
their feelings on the subject as follows: 
Evert year, many inexperienced teachers enter 
the educational systems. · Difficulties attend in-
duct~on into any new .field of' action. · In so far as 
preparatory agencies anticipate these di.ff'iculties, 
they may assist in.ef'.fecting rapid and adequate ad-
justment. A true insight into.the difficulties en-
countered by beginning teachers may provide a basis 
on which to plan the improvement o.f traini:pg pro-
grams now in vogue .. 
There seems to be no knowledge as to where to place the 
so called blame .for the unavoidable problems of'' beginning 
teachers. Some ·persons in the field feel that the unrevokable 
blame should be. placed entirely upon the teacher training in-
. . 
stitutions, while others criticise the school systems them-
.. · y- .· 
selves. According to Yauch; 
School administrators are becoming increasingly 
~~~------~-~ . . y Palmer o. Jolmson and J. G. _UmStattd, "Classroom Di.f'f'i-
- cultiea of' Beginning Teachersl n School Review. 
November 1932, Vol .. 40: . PP• b83-684 
gj Wilbur -A .. Yauch, "Helping the New Teacher Succeed.;'" The 
Educational Forwri., November 1955, Vol. 20: . 
~. 3~~~ . 
• 
·,. 
aware of' the fact that part of' the solution to 
the problem of' the alarming shortage of' qualified 
teac:Qers is ta··be found in the high tum-over 
rate of' first year teachers a· While some of' these 
teachers may be changing jobs in an ef'f'ort to im-
prove thei:r;o professional status, others a.re leav-
ing the prof'ession because of'· dissatisf'ac tion, dis-
couragement, and lack of' success in adjusting to 
the hard realities of' teaching. 
In attempting to solve the problem of this increasingly 
large number of' .first year ''drop-outs, 11 the ad.ministration of 
the systems look to background, rather than the present status 
. ' . '.· y' ' . . . 
:for the answer e As Yauch further claims: 
. . Inevit1:3-bly, school S:dmin~s~rators will charge 
that the teacher education 1nsti·tution has been re-
miss in its' responsibilities.. Teacher preparation 
institutions will, in turn, ~ccuse the school 
people of' not being as sensitive to the problems 
of' beginning teachers B.s they should. Both will 
feel _justif'ied i:n placing the blam~ 9n someone else$ 
As a result, 11 the which came first the chicken or the egg 
f'inds itself' in·the :m.iddieoi'. the dilemma. of' one of' the 
nation's outstanding educationai problems. Despite the un-
willingness f'or either e:o,d of'. the·_ inf'luencing f'orces to 
.· . 
shoulder the blame,· the proolem continues to· exist. For. as ?:/ ·_ . ·-.. . ... ' . 
Barr states, nMOst teachers who f'ail, _do so. during their 
f'irst year.u It is sate, theref'ore,· to assume that the first· 
year in tne classroom is a crucial one which colors gr~atly 
the entire teaching career of' an individual .. 
Y Wilbur A. Yauch, "Helping the· New Teacher to succeed, n !he 
·Educational Forum, November 1955, Vo1. 20: p. 40.:--
Y A~ S. Barr and Mabel Rudisill, •. "The Inexperienced Teacher 
Fails and Why, tt Nation's School,·_ Febru.ary 1930, 
Vol. 5; Po 30. . 
With this in mind1 much has been written as to aids that 
would help the beginning teacher .in this crucial period. y . . .. · ... 
Booth finds the responsibility i.'or much of this aid on the 
.. ~ . -
shoulders of the school syst~m and sunnnarizes this .fact as 
follows: 
, One of the major responsibilities of the ad-
ministrative staff of any school system· is-~ the•: 
orientationof the beginningteacher. Upon the 
beginning teacher's successful orientation de-
pends the patt,ern of con..duct which will doubt-
less be established in his classroomi.'or many 
years to come. Upon it hinges, too, the satis-
faction and effectiveness not only of. the teacher 
himself, but also of the pupils entrusted to his 
care.. · · 
It.would be unrealistic to believe -that there are no in ... 
hererit or unavoidable problems which the new. teacher must 
. . ' . . 
face. [here are, however, effective :means of offering some 
. ·. ' . ' ?:/ . 
aiQ. even in these areas• According to Barr: 
A knowledge of the difficulties that most 
frequently present themselves. to the beginning 
teachers might well constit'l;lte the basis for tha 
supervisory program with reference to such teachers. 
Until. comparatively recently, the inexperienced teacher's 
problems were merely taken for granted, or generally ignored. 
Each teacher found it necessaJ;ty. to find the wa.y himself, and 
_only his . result, either a. good o.r bad ,teacher was recognized,. 
y Miriam B. Booth,. "Helping the Beginning Teacher, u Educa-
- tional Administration and Supervision, January 1945. 
Vol. 31.: PP • 55•56. . 
?:/ A. s. Barl' and M .. Rudisill, nThe Inexperienced Teacher Who 
Fails ap.d Why, rt National Schools, February 1930, 
Vol~ 60; p. 3Z5 •. 
following this period o:f individual trial. Jl Anderson 
reports: 
In 
Until recent years, the new teacher was left 
too largely to solve his. own problems. He bad to 
make his own way into ·the school and community. 
Wise and understanding administrators today, of 
course, are accepting increasing responsibility. y· 
the light o:f this, Barr · writes on the subject of in-
creased awareness o:f the problem: 
Mu.ch o:f the current research has been 
devoted to pinpointing those problems which 
seem to plague the new teachers most.· On an 
index o:f outstanding and repeating problems 
c·an be drawn up, this information might be of 
value as a guide ill the instructional train-
ing o:f teachers, and might further supply a 
cue to the kinds o:f dif:ficul ties teachers wi 11 
meet in their early teaching experie:nc e., 
Since each :fall the school doors open not only to an in ... 
creasing nuinber o:f new students, b11t :also to an increasing 
number o:f new teachers,·. the problems o:f this increasing num- . 
ber must become a problem o:f greater. concern to all directly 
'J/ 
concerned with education. Anderson continues his dis-
cuss ion o:f this topic by stating: 
These new teachers, as always, :face the 
problem o:f orientation to a new task. Unless 
their adjustment to new tasks and responsi-
bilities is :facilitated, pupils and teachers 
alike will su:f:fer. · Heavy burdens :fall on. the 
new teacher in a new community. 
y H. A. Anderson., "orienting the New Teacher This Fall, tt 
School Review, September 1952, Vol. 60: p. 3~. 
y A. s. Barr and M. Rudisill, 11 The Inexperienced Teacher Who 
Fails and Why," National Schools, February 19301 Vol. 5: P• 32e · . e J/ H. A. Anderson, op. cit., p. 326. 
7o 
Although a gre.at deal of the burden of adjustment llDlSt by its 
very nature be accepted entirely by the individual. teacher. y . . 
Tate feels as follows:: 
One of the most important functions o:f the 
in-service training program is that of inducting 
the new elementary teacherse Wide variation in. 
educational principles and technique :from 
school to school, and tba diverse backgrounds 
of experience and individual differences in the 
teachers, create urgent and unique induction 
and adjustment diffic~ties W-hich must be resolved 
if continuity is to be maintained in the in-
structional program. 
Even though the college training of the individual teachers 
may not be consistent in theory, the problem seems not to 
arise from the theory, but from an atte!T.!Pt to put this theory 
into practice in the classroom~ 
~ ' . 
Tate goes on to say: . 
For new teachers, early adjustment is 
necessary if they are to find satisfaction in· 
their work and make a positive contribution to 
the objectives of' the schoolQ J/ . 
Along this line, Shane reports, urn these days o:f 
rapid tum-over in teaching personnel, the problem of orient-
ing the new teacher to his responsibilities is becoming in-
creasingly acute. n There seems to be little question but 
that some of the responsibility for the success of the .first 
i7 M. W. Tate, ""The Induction of Elementary School Teachers, ir 
_ Educational Administration ~ Supervision. 
May 1942, Vol. 28: p. 382. 
?] M. W. Tate, op. cit., p. 383. · 
J/ Harold G. Shane, Creative School Administratio~, Henry Holt 
and Co., Inc. New York, p. 371. 
a. 
yea:r teacher rests on the system iri. which this person .finds 
e:n;>loyment. Since this is true, there is a need .for setting 
up a program which wili best .ful.fill this need at-the earliest y . 
possible moment ~ the new teacher's career. Shane con-
tinues: 
In general, the most success.ful orientation 
program is one which allows the beginning teaeh-
e~ a maximum oi' time to get ·acquainted with tl:e 
other teachers, and the new classroom. A re-
laxed and in.form.al program seems to work well 
in achieving-this goal. 
To this point, all the literature discussed has been 
dirac ted i'rom the authorities in the .field to the beginni:r.g 
teacher. This is not the only view covered in current .lit-
er~ture on 'the subject. Several studies have been devised 
to get the opinion o.f the beginning teacher on his own problem. 
lb.e purpose naturally of securing this type o.f in.formation 
would be to use it as a basis for improving the pre-service 
and in-service training programs o.f teacher education. 
Another purpose was to relate this kriowledge and data to the 
college training units in order to help vitali~e the overall 
college training program. y 
As a result o.f one such study, Wey reports: 
In the analysis o.f dii'i'iculties, the .first 
was .found to be discipline. Controlling pupils 
and maintaining proper conduct in class is the 
!7 lbid4, p. 372. 
Y Herbert Wey, "Di:f'.ficulties o.f Beginning Teachers, n School 
Review, January 1951, Vol. 59: PP• 33-34. . 
9. 
• 
difficulty that beginning teachers confront most 
often. Adjusting to deficiency in school equip-
ment., physical conditions, and materials ranked 
second behind discipline. Adjusting to the teach-
ing assignments was .listed third. Following this 
is the overloading of the new teacher. Number 
five involved the keeping or rec.ords and making 
reports; and number six represented the estab-
J.ishing a.nd maintaining of proper relations 'With 
supervisors andad.ministrators. 
Spea:rsy' records his findings on this type of study as 
follows; Using the question., "Wba.t, i.f anything, stands in 
the way of fuJ.l enthusiasm :for your chosen work?"; Spears 
asked one hundred a.nd two first year teachers to respond. 
Two thirds o:f the group was disturbed 
enough to respond. Thirty two were disturbed 
~ about· low salaries. Twenty three attributed 
dampened enthusiasms to unprofessional asso-
ciates. Twenty three or the group expressed • 
alarm at the static curriculum., 
Further probing into the reactions of new teachers was round 
in the reports or three newteachers who were asked to look 
back at their first days. of: teaching and rememb.er how it was. y . 
The report or Steinke was as follows: 
Today as I approached the school, it 
was not as a student, but as a teacher. I 
· went into the school a.nd turned down the 
hall leading to l'fi3' room. I had some confi-
dence in zrry ability as a teacher resulting 
from my college preparation and student 
teaching experience. 
I/ HaroJ.d Spears, "What Disturbs the Beginning Teache:tt, tt 
School Review, .October 1945, Vo:J.. 53: pp. 33 ... .34. 
'! 
gj c. Steinke, J. A.Eaton, B. J. Filloon., ''The Beginning 
Teacher," Childhood Education, Vol. 32: p. 29 
y . 
Anotb.el:' of these three new teachers begins: 
How does it feel to be a new teacher? 
Well, itts both wonderful and terrible •. You 
will know there will be times ahead when y011 
wish the books had said more about what to 
do and how. You just have. to go through the 
battle and know at the end that it really 
wasn't as hard and terrible as you thought it 
would be. 
?:/ The third member o~ this trio, Eaton, echoed the feelings of 
the other two when he · said: 
As a new teacher~ I had many feelings, 
i'eelings of joy, excitement, discovery, 
anxiety, disappointment, and growth. Diff-
erent experiences or absence of them, evoked 
difi'erent feelings~ 
Each o:r these statements appears ·to have a great deal in 
common. Each student looked :rorward to it with much enthu-
siasm, but not without.anxiety~ In these cases, the persons 
involved were able to cope with their problems, although none 
mentioned receiving aid from the system to which they cane. 
This, however, is not the situation in all cases. Many 
locales have made a strenuous efi'ort to make the bumps easier 
for the i'irst year teacher by attempting to locate his prob ... 
lems before they occ·ur~ An examinat~on of the literature in 
this area indicates that many school systems have either 
banded together to survey the problem, or worked individually 
upon the problem. The following is a list of difficulties 
which were the basis on which a group of one hundred and 
Y O. Steinke, · J,. A. Eaton., B. J •. Filloon," "The Be.i'inning 
Teacher, tt Childhood Education, Vol. 32: p. 30. 
y Ibid, p. 31. 
ll. 
·. !/ . 
nineteen supe:r>intendents in the state of Minnesota used as 
a t:r>amework for t}lei:;o beginni~g teacher. program: The list is 
·given in o:r>de:r> of theil' seriousness as a problem to the new 
teache:r>. 
1. ·Remedial instruction 
2. Use of test· results 
;3. Diagnostic testing 
4. Adaption of subject· matter to the needs 
of the individual 
5. Training in habits of study 
6. Supe:r>vision of directed study 
7. Discipline 
8. Classroom. management 
9 • Gltlestioning 
10. Motivating procedures 
ll~;~ -A~signm.ents 
12. Stimulating and utilizing student participation 
·· 1;3•. :Planning inst:r>uc tion 14 Use _of supplementaeymate:r>ials 
15. Socializedrecitation· 
16. Objective testing as a learning device 
17. Drill . 
18. Inadequate knowledge of the pupils t mental 
abilities· 
19. Use of textbook 
- •. - . . -. 
Although not a complete listing of the problems given, this 
indicates that the problems o~ the beginning .teachel? aris.e 
not only from lack of. trai;ning in college, but .fo:r> p;-oblems 
in the class:r>oom for which the system itself is :r>esponsible. 
It is true that the beginning teacher need not, and coU.ld not, 
know all there is to know before ·beginning to teach: As 
. y . '··· 
Alma.ck SUlllil'l.S.l?izes; 
The beg_inning teacher need. not know all 
y Robert Stone, et al, "Minllesota Silrvey of Beginning 
Teachers~" School Review, May 1952, Vol. 58; p. 231. 
?/.John o. AJ.ma.ck; The Beginning Teache:r>, Houghton Mifflin Go. 
Boston, 1928, P•. 54. · ·. . · 
12. 
e 
there is to know about teaching, but he shruld 
know well what he does know and should be able 
to use his knowledge •. y .. 
Almack goes on to discuss some or the knowledge waich 
he feels is essential to assisting the beginning teacher in· 
his initial task. The rollowing is a partial listing o;t' 
these "essentialsn: 
l. Securing the Position 
a. When to apply 
b. Where to apply 
c. How to apply 
d. The application 
e. Letters of recommendation 
2~ Preparing for Opening Day 
a. Studying the school 
b. Studying the community 
c. Texts and supplies 
d. P·reliminary meetings 
e. Time allotments 
f. Plan book 
3. The First Day of School 
· a. Personal appearance 
b. Opening remarks and exercises 
c. Getting acquainted 
4. d. Routine procedures Organizing Daily Routine 
a. Fire d::t' ills 
b. What shall be routinized 
5. The Discipline Problem 
a.' Impo::t'tance of discipline 
b. Reasons for infractions 
c. Methods of t::t'eat~nt 
6. The Iritermission and Play Program 
a. Duty of the teacher 
b. Directing the playground 
7. School-Co:m.m.unity Relationships 
a. Teacher's ~etings 
b. Parent-teacher conrerences 
Although Almackts list to. the person unacquainted with 
the educational system might appear to be making great things 
i/ J. C. Almack" Tb.e Beginning Teacher, p. 57. 
' 
13. 
out of small mole hills~ it_ is '-these mole hills which appear 
on many surveys. as the problems of beginning teachers. This 
. ~ . 
:fact is supported by the list compiled by Eye and Lane in 
their book entitled, The ~ Teacher Comes ~ School. The 
listing given under the heading of the "Problems of Being a 
New Teacher" is as it appears below: 
Prob~ems of the New Teacher 
1. The Jlnportanc e of Good Placement 
2. Wanting a Position _ 
a. First steps, registering with teacher 
placement agency 
b. Appraising a vacancy 
3. Getting information :from the Interview and 
Planning :for Job 
a. Spring Visitation of new teachers 
b. From uncertainty of employment to 
concern over position 4. Reporting :for Duty 5. T.he First Days of School 
6. Traditions and Hidden Policies 
7. Disparities in Teaching Loads,· Equipment, 
and Room Assignments 
It is apparent, therefore, that at least a beginning has 
been made in the attempt to :find the hidden pitfalls of :first 
year teaching. With these lists, and through experience, 
some authors in the field have begun to look beyond the prob-
lems toward some type of hope of sc;>lving them. An Article by 
Gervassio gj indica tea the :following in_-r.egard to the beginni:r.g 
teacher and his problems: 
y Glen G. Eye and Jvill~d:Ji. Lane, ihe New Teacher Comes to 
School. Harper• Brothers., New-york, 1956, p. 67. -
Y Stella Gervassio, "Student Teaching to Professional Teach-
ing, 11 American Unity, Vol. 17, No. 2, November ... 
December 1958, pp. 16-17. · 
Almost innn.ediately the ~ irst year teacher 
is compelled to seek infor.mation ~rom his prin-
cipal, experienced teachers, supervisors, 
~or.mer college instructors ••••• to help him with 
his problems. In responding to these needs, 
many school systems have designed in-service 
education programs to provide this assiatance. 
Some of the commonly used in-service education 
programs are: 
1. 
:2. 
Orientation ~etings 
Supervisory services de'signed to 
give. specific services 
Small groups and/ or individual 
conferences with administrators 
As a very recent article, this represents the type o~ program.· 
which is being found in systems at present. As ~or the e~-
. . . y 
~activeness of this type of program, Gervassio goes on to 
say: 
These services appear successful, but are 
often limited to helping the beginning teachers 
during the first week or twa o~ school, leaving 
·them. without assistance during th~ crucial 
year , ahead. 
If this were the only service offered to the new teacher, the 
?:/ results might be very alarming. However, as Gervassio 
states: 
Obviously, the e~fectiveness of in-
service education programs is dependent upon 
a detailed knowledge o~ the problems en-· 
countered by ~irst year teachers •••• Eight 
such problems are as follows: 
le Learning school routines 
2. -Keeping records 
3. Making school reports 
y s. Gervassio, ttstudent Teaching to Pro~essional Teaching," 
American Unity, Vol. 17, Noe 2, November-December 
1958, p. 20. 
gj Ibid, p. 20. 
15. 
4. Evaluating pupil progress 5. Pupil-control 
6. Understanding school policy 
7e Understan~ing school philosophy 
Be Getting acquainted with the comnn.mity 
Each of these problems is one 'Which the school can help the 
new teacher to face. 
As research goes ahead into the possibilities of better 
in-service training to bridge the gap between college and pm-
fession1 others are wo_rking back over the trail in an at"fort 
·to discover weaknesses in college background that can be re.;;. 
paired in· order· t6 better equip the new teacher. In a con-
. . 
eluding statement regarding the ·essentials of teacher educa-Y ·. . .. 
tion, Brickman reports ; · . . ·. ·. 
To begin with, the prospective teacher 
mush have a solid core of knowledge in the 
lib~ral arts and sciences·. Professional 
courses should be concerned with the essen-
tials,. educational psychology, philosophy of 
education.~ •• educational sociology• . In addi-
tion, method c.ourses a:nd supervised student 
teaching must be included. 
'lhe information which. is ho})ed to be gained :from this 
thesis is to add to the. information· which will help to make 
the bridge between student and teacher stronger. It is hoped 
that as a result of this and the many Others like it that the 
bridge will be so strengthened that: tuture beginning teachers . 
will_find its crossing a less_ difficult task than those who· 
have passed· over before them. 
J/ W. W. BJ?ickman, uEssentials in Teacher Education,".School 
and Society, May 1956, Vol. 83: p. 190-. 
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CHAPTER III 
.PROCEDURE 
Before begi~ing to discuss .. the actual procedure followed 
in the conducting of this study~ it is·necessary to establish 
the exact purpose of .·this thesis. The .. purpose of this survey 
is to determine the problems f'aced by the beginning teacher ·in 
. . 
his first year. Iri orde~ to make such a study of some value$ 
it is necessary to discover the·. types of problems which 
should be included in the check list offered to the novice. 
To do this, it was necessary to.i:r1vestigate studies which had 
been done along this line in past years.· Using the :facilities 
. . ' -
of the Boston University school of Education J:,ibrary, several 
studies were located which listed pr~b.lems of beginning 
teachers. ·These have been discussed in part in: the previous 
chapter .. 
With a listing ot the problems which appeared in two or· 
more of these studies, a .group of ten first year teachers we:roe 
asked to take these lists and check the problems which they 
:felt were outstanding~ A tabulation of these problems made it 
possible to determine about twenty-five problems which were of 
great conce:ron to .this small sample group.. In looking over 
these twenty-five problems, it became apparent that problema 
such as "deficiencies iri personality traits 1' could not easily 
be improved by a change. in college training, so this type of.' 
' -t' 
• 
• 
'· problem was eliminated .from the list o.f possible choices. As 
. 
a result, a total of twenty broad problems remained. 
Having established a list o.f potential problems, it was 
then necessary to incorporate thes.e into a letter "Which might 
be sent to .first year teachers. To make this type o.f letter 
ef.fioient, it-=was.:-necessary to consider the following: 
1. a method o.f marking the survey so that be-
ginning teachers could di.f.ferentiate between prob-
lems that co~lege training had provided for and 
those that it had not. 
2. A means o.f allowing the teacher to "write 
in" any other outstanding problems. 
'3. A means of identifying the grade level at 
which the teacher is teaching. 
4. A means of determining the fonnal training 
which the person had had. 
5. A means of indicating whether a male or 
.female was responding •. 
6. A means of determining the "home ... town" 
factors i.f they exist. 
With these limiting· .factors in mind, a letter was drawn 
up which included the preceding items. A copy of this letter 
and the questionnaire to accompany it will be found in the ap-
pendix. Having decided upon the .format and content, it was 
necessary to contact a "population" of new teachers sufficient 
to give the results of the 5urvey a measure o.f reliabi~ty. 
18. 
~s was done through direct distribution of the question-
naires to teachers who would be in daily contact with begin-
ning teachers., Each questionnaire was accompanied by an ad-
dressed envelope which enabled the new teacher to mail tbe 
survey directly to the surveyor. Other first year teachers 
were contacted through use of college directories of teacher 
institutions for the previous year. 
As a result of this policy, 150 of the 235 surveys sent 
out were returned to the sender. The results of this survey 
were then. tabulated under heading according to the following 
classifications: 
1. College degree attained. 
2. Sex. 
3. Home town teachers. 
4. Grade level taught. 
I 
The tables indicating responses in these classifications 
may be found in the section devoted to analysis of data. Con-
clusions drawn as a resUlt of these tabulations are found in 
the chapter containing the summary and conclusions. 
19lt 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In attempting to establish any pattern o:f' consistent re..; 
sults~ it is necessary ~o tabulate not only the results in 
terms o:f' numerical factors, but also to correlate these 
factors in ter:ms of the percentage of' the entire population, 
and in terms of' the individual. group being considered. On 
the following pages are f'ound tables directed toward e stab-
lishing such relationships. 
The beginning tables deal ·with the population as a whole, 
while the later ones deal with segments of' this population 
classified under more specific headings .. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN TERMS OF DEGREES HELD AND SEX 
NUMBER NUMBER % OF TO TAL POPULATION 
DEGREE HELD OF MALES · OF .FEMALES REP RESENTED 
.. 
·.· 
8 98 B .. s.~ ED. 70.8 
B.A. 0 24 16eO 
M. ED. 
.3 6 6.0 B.s. 2 4 4 .. 0 M.A. l 2 2.0 M.s. 0 1 
.6 
NONE 
_f. 0 .6 
-TOTAL 15 135 100.0 
An analysis of' this table clearly indicates that over 
70% of the total population contacted hold B.S. in Ed. degrees 
-20-
' 
degrees. It is a~so obvious that 81% of the total population 
were women. A very :O.O:peful sign is that only one holds no 
degree at present. It is, however, an unbal.anced population. 
TABLE II 
DIS.TRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN TERMS OF GRADE IEVEL TAUGHT 
NUMBER NUMBER % OF TOTAL POPULATION 
P'RADE LEVEL OF MALES OF FEMALES REPRESENTED 
~INDERGARTEN 0 1 1.6 
I 0 28 18.6 
II 0 25 16.6 
III 0 25 16.6 
IV l 23 16.0 
v 5 22 18.o VI 9 8 12.0 ~PECIAL 0 l .6 
-· TOTAL 15' l35 ~oo.o 
T.his table indicates that while the general population 
would appear to be fail"ly weil proportioned, there is a defi-
nite overbalance in the grade areas taught by men. As is 
true in general, no man taught below the fourth gr~de and the 
greatest pe:r:-centage is found in the sixth. The kindergarten 
and special class areas are poorly represented, but the grade 
levels are quite well distributed. 
.• 
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ITEMS LISTED ON THE SURVEY 
OF THE ENTIRE POPULATION 
TABLE III 
SECURING A. POSITION 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
QUESTION Number % Number % Number % 
l., Considered a 
problem but col-
lege prepared ~or 
it. 6" 40 52 39 58 39 
.. 
2. A problem but 
not provided ~or 
by the college .. ·0 0 7 5 7 5 
3· No response. 9 '60 76 56 85 56 
TOTAL 15 lOO 135 100 150 100 
~e tabulation o~ responses to this question indicates 
that this was a problem ~or about 40% of: those responding, but 
that the college or university df.d much to relieve the di~~i-
culty, leaving only 5% who ~ound it a se'tJ'ere problem. Mora 
signi~icant, however, is the ~act that 60% o~ those responding 
indicated that securing a position was no problem at all. 
22o 
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TABLE IV · 
PREPAliiNG FOR THE FIRST DAY 
MEN WOMEN QUESTION Nu:ml:)er % Nu.mber % 
l. Considered a 
problem· but col-. 
lege prepared for 
it. .. 7 47 65 48 
2. A problem but 
not provided for 
by the college. 7 47 33 24 
3 .. No response, ·1 6· 37 28 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 
TOTAL 
Number % 
72 48 
40 27 
38 25 
150 100 
The result o:f this tabulation: shows that the first day 
remained a problem :for 48% of' the gr.ou.p ev~n after college, . 
and 27% f.elt that the college had.not provided :for it. 
< ·: 
Nearly three fourth~ of' the population felt that this prob-
lem had given trouble. This wo;uld signify that the prepara-
tion :for the first day is stili a problem for the beginning 
teacher. 
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TABLE V 
ADJUSTING TO TEE 0 OMMUNITY 
".In this question, about 30% o:f the population had :fcund 
it a problem1 although a mere 8% :felt that they -vrere. unpre-
pared for it- In this area, it would seem that college 
preparation was adequate to the need of over 90% of those re-
sponding. This does not seem to be a major problem among 
beginning teachers. 
• 
TABLE VI 
FOLLOWING TEE CURRICULUM OR TIME GUIDE GIVEN 
. MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
QUESTION Number % Number % Number % 
1. Considered a 
problem but coJ.-
lege prepared :for • 
it. 4 27 44 3.3 48 32 
2. A problem but 
not provided for 
by the college.· 
3. No response. 
TOTAL 
4 
7 
15 
27 
46 
100 135 
31 
36 
100 
46 
56 
31 
37 
100 
In response to this problem, it is obvious that nearly 
one third of those responding were'unable to cope with it as 
a result of college, While another one third :found it a prob-
lem even though college had.made some provision for it. Here 
is a need that can best be fulfilled by the individual system. 
25 •. 
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TARLE VII 
DJ:SOIPLINE 
!VIEN 
QUESTION Number '% 
l. Considered a 
problem but col-
lege prepared for 
it. 4 27 
2. A problem but 
not provided for 
by the college• 8 53 
3. No response. 3 20 
TOTAL · 1.5 100 
WOMEN 
Number % 
. 65 . 48 
32. 24 
38 28 
135 100 
TOTAL 
Number % 
69 46 
40 27 
41 27 
'150 100 
The subject of discipline. has long been discussed as a 
major cause of difficulty to beginning teachers. The results 
of this survey tend to bear that out with nearly tbree fourths 
of those responding found discipline to be a problem. It is. 
encouraging to note~ however, that 46% felt that they had bee:p. 
prepared sa tisfac tor1ly for it· through college traming and 
that 27% felt that it was not a problem at .all. 
26. 
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TABLE VIII 
PROVIDING FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
MEN \vOMEN TOTAL QUESTION Number % Number % Number % 
l~ Considered a 
problem but col ... 
lege prepared for 
it., 9 ··60 74 55 83 55 
2. A problem but 
not provided f'or 
by the college. 3 20 33 24 36 24 
.. 
3. No response. "3 20 28 21 31 21 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 150 100 
Here is a problem _that even experienced teachers must 
:race each year. It is evident that beginning teachers recog. 
nize it also, and that 55% f'el.t that their education had pro ... 
vided them with knowledge to ·solve it. Nearly one f'ourth, 
however, :round themselves inadequate to the task. Only 21% 
were unconcerned ·in this area. ··Here, in-service training pro-
grams might do much to supplement the college training. 
TABLE lX 
METHODS OF TEACHING 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
QUESTipN Number % Number % Number % 
1. Considered a 
problem but col ... 
lege preapred for 
it. 7 47 63 47 70 47 
2,. A pxaoblem. but 
not provided for 
by the college~ 2 13 16 12 18 12 
3. No response. 6 40 56 41 62 41 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 150 100 
A total of 41% of those polled indicating that this is no 
problem would indicate that the time devoted to "metb.odn 
courses at. the college level was producing teachers "Which 
themselves at least felt capable of the proper method of 
teaching. However, there is an indication in at least 47% 
there was some difficulty in transferring this knowledge into 
actual practice. 
28. 
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TABLE :X: 
. . . 
LAGK OF KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
QUESTION ·Number % ·Number % NUmber % 
1. Considered a 
problem but col-
lege prepared :f'or · 
38 28 41 it ... 3 20 27 
2 .. A problem but. 
not provided :f'o:r · 
by the college., 3 20 15 11 18 12 
3 .. No response., 9 60 82 61 91 61 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 150 100 
Here is. a de:f'iliite case where the ·most signi:f'icant 
' • • • ', • • I ' ' • • 
:f'igure :f'ound is 61% o:f' the population ;r:oesi>onding :f'el t that 
this was no problem at all.. AlthOilgb. some o:f' the popUlation 
:f'el t that this question was a joke, as the grade level rose, 
tb.e. idea o:f' the joke declined. It· seemed evident that an 
isolated 12% of the population would not :f'ind a review a 
waste o:f' time. 
\. 
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.TABLE XI 
PLANNING INSTRUCTION, LOCATION OF MATERIALS, ETC. 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL QUESTION NUmber % Number % Number % 
1. Considered a 
problem but co~-
J,ege preapred .·for 
. . 
it. 8 53 51 38 59 39 
2. A problem but 
not provided for 
by the college. l 7 17 13 18 12 
J. No response. 6 40 67 49 73 49 
TOTAL 15 100 0 .. 135 100 150 100 
The tabulation of responses indicates that much of the 
difficulty involved in knowing -"where to look11 has been 
avoided by ·eXperiences at the coliege level. The remaining 
12% might well benefit from pre-school orientation in the 
individual systems. The outstanding fact here is that f~ 
49%, this posed -no problem. 
• 
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~ABLE XII 
ROUTINE OF SYSTEM, RULES, RIDISTER, ETO~ 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL. 
QUESTION NUmber % Number % Number % 
L. Considered a 
problem but col~ 
lege pttepared f'or 
it. 5 .·3.3 46 34 51 33 
2. A problem but . 
not provided :ror 
by the college. 4 27 28 21 32 21 
3. No response. 6 40 61' 45 67 46 
TOTAL 15 100 .. 135. 100 150 100 
·It mu.st be indicated. that in man¥ of' the responses tbe 
register was starred ore underli;O.ed indicating that this, as 
f'or all ages is a problem. Only 21%, however, f'el t that 
college had provided no ba~kgro'Ulld here • 
TABLE XIII 
LACK OF ACQUAINTANCE WITH TEX.TS, ETC. 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL QUESTION Number %> Number % Number . % 
l• Considered a 
problem but col-
lege prepared for 
ite 6 40 48 36 54 36 
2. A problem but 
not provided fo~ 
by the college. 5 33 28 21 33 22 
3. No response .• 4 27 59 43 63 42 
TOTAL· 15 100 135 100 150 100 
Here is a problem which can be solved through the mere 
supplying of materials early enough to allow the new teacher 
time to examine them before September, and to formulate any 
questions which might arise. Were this followed by individ-
ual help at the grade level, perhaps the 58% who feel it is a 
problem would be aided. 
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TABLE· XIV 
EVALUATION OF STUDENTS 
MEN 
QUESTION . Number % 
1. Conai dered a 
problem but col~ 
lege preapred for 
it. 6. 40 
2. A problem but 
not provided for 
by the college. 3 20 
3. No response. 6 
~"TOTAL 15 100 
WOMEN TOTAL 
Number % Number % 
53 39 59 39 
28 21 31 22 
54 -40 60 39 
135 100 150 10(1 
Although .this tabulation was made be.fore the t:ime of the 
year for evaluation to mean promotion or retardation, it is 
obvious that over. 61% had found it a problem. · This number, 
of which 22% felt their college had not provided preparation 
in this area, r.efle.cts a need for more instruction at the 
co11ege level. 
33~ 
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TABLE XV 
EVALUATION OF NEW T.EACHER.BY THE. PRINCIPAL 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL QUESTION Number· % NUm.ber % Number % 
1. Oonsidered a 
problem but col-
lege prepared ror 
it. 2 13 30 23 32 21 
2. A problem but 
not provided ror 
by the college, 1 7 18 13 19 13 
3. No response~ 12 80 87 64 99 66 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 150 100 
Without a doubt, the signif'icant f'igure in this tabula-
tion is the "no response" column. Although this survey was 
taken bei'ore the usual time i'O'r the f'ormal evaluation of' new. 
teachers, it is obvious that the administration has been suc-
cessful in removing tb:e "bo ssff type of' atmosphere f'rom his 
post. In over 66% of' those polled, the administration was 
no problem and in many cases, it may well have been a halp. 
• 
TABLE XVI 
PARENTS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
MEN WOMEN TCJrAL 
QUESTION Number % Number % Number % 
l. Cons:t. dared a 
problem but col ... · 
lege prepared ~or 
it. 4 27 .39· 29 43 21 
2. A problem but ', .. 
not provided ~or 
by the college. 4 27 31 23 35 13 
3. No response .. 7 46 65 48 72 66 
TOTAL 15. 100 135 100 150 100 
It is i~teresting to note that one ~ifth o~ the total 
giving "2" as a. response are teaching in their home towns. 
A percentage of 66 that gave no response may indicate that the 
first year student is capable of working with parents and 
public rela tiona. This .sur~ey, .. however, was too early to 
tabulate responses following ·parent conferences on the sub-
ject o~ retardation.: This might well have been di~ferent had 
the survey been se:nt later in the school year. 
35. 
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TABLE XVII 
REUTIONSHIP WITH TEACHERS AND PRINCIPAL 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
QUESTION Number '% Number 'to Number % 
" 
l. Considered a 
problem but col~ "" 
lege prepared .for 
it. 3 "20" 34 25 37 25 
2. A problem but I 
not provided for 
by the college. 2 13 12 9 J4 9 
3 .. No response. "", 10 67 89 66 99 66 
TOTAL "15' 100 135 100 150 :;1.00 
This item is a .feather in the pro.fessional cap. Tba 
response obviously indicates that there is not a great' deal 
o.f resentment towaxods the new teache:r;>, and indicates also 
that most teachers are Willing to help the beginner. It was 
interesting to note, however; that· one third o.f those having 
di.f.ficulty were teaching in.their home town. 
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· TABLE XVIII 
:PURPOSEFUL SEATWORK 
·. 
QUESTION Number .% Number % Number % 
1. Considered a 
problem but col'"' 
lege prepared' :for. 
it. .3 20 39 29 42 28 
2. A problem but 
.not provided :for 
by the college. 9 60 60 44 69 46 
3 .. No response. 3 20 36. 27 39 26 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 150 ].00 
This was found to be one of the outstanding problems of 
the new teacher..- It is apparent that the college background 
:failed to provide material :for the hour or two of the day 
that the childts 11doingtt activities are coni'ined to work at 
his seat" Obviously this area was not provided :for at the 
college level. Here is certainly an area where the college 
can do IIIU.ch to aid the ·.beginning teacher. 
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TABLE XIX 
USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL AVAILABLE 
""" 
•"" 
QUESTION Number '% .Number % Number % 
1. Gons:ide:t>ed a 
problem but col-
lege prepared ~or 
it. 3 20 51 38 54 36 
2. A problem but 
not provided ~or 
by the college, "2 l.l 14. 10 "16 ll 
3. No response., 10 67 70 52 80 53 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 150 100 
"The response to this problem seems to indicate that only 
11% o£ the beginning teachers found use o~ materials a prob-
lem. This is a certain indication that college training was 
not lacking in this area. One third 0~ the beginners having 
di~~iculty in this area were people who did not hold degrees 
as education majors," while they represent less than one ~i~th 
o~ the population polled. " 
• 
TABLE JOC 
TIME ALLOTMEN.T IN DAILY SOEEOOLE 
MEN. WOMEN TOTAL QUESTION Number, .. ·· Number % Number % 
l. aonsidered a. 
problem but col-
lege prepared· for 
6 40 it. 
" 
53 39 59 39 
,/. 
2. A probiem but 
not provided for 
by the collegelll 3 20 38 28 41 27· 
3· No response• Q 4o· 44 . 33 50 .34 
TOTAL 15 lOO 135 100 150 100 
T.b.e results indicate that. over one fourth of the popu-
. . 
lation felt they were having .di.r.ficulty in planning their 
classroom tinle to fill the needs of tb.e curriculum. Definite 
programs of in-service training at grade level would perhaps 
be the best reniedyto the situation. 
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TABLE .XXI 
PROVIDING REMEDIAL IN~TRUCTION 
MEN WOMEN 
QUESTION ··Number % Number % 
1. Oons.idered a 
problem but col-' 
lege prepared :for 
it. 6 40 39 29 
2. A problem but .·. 
not provided :for 
by the college. 6 40 70 52 
3. No response. 3 20 26 19 
TOTAL 15 100 ·135 100 
TOTAL 
Number % 
45 30 
76 51 
29 19 
150 100 
This problem definitely me:t"its attention. More than one 
hal:f of the teachers responding .indicated that they did not 
:feel that their education had provided them with the necessar'S' 
tools to handle this problem •. It is one of the outstanding 
problems :found and must be .coped with at the college level 
· . where the research is available • 
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TABLE XXII 
EXTRA CURRICULA .COMMITTEE WORK, EW. 
.MEN. WOMEN. TOTAL 
QUESTION Number. % Number % Number % 
1.. considered a 
problem but col.-
lege prepared for 
it. 5 33 . 32 24 37 25 
2. A pr.ob1em but. 
not provided for 
by the college, 2 ·J.4. . 27 21 29 19 
3. No response • 8 53 76 55 84 56 
TOTAL 15 100 135 100 150 100 
e 
This problem creates difficulty in almost one fifth of 
the beginning teachert s adjustment·. · It niight be an indicatio 
that some systems. rail. to notice that a beginning teacher 
. . ' . ' . 
needs all his time to devote to a classroom. 56%, however, 
found their system a.wa;re of this need. 
• 
·CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Purpose.of Study· 
It was the purpose of this survey to determine the prob-
lems faced by beginning teachers in their first year. Two 
hundred and fifty surveys were sent out to beginning teachers. 
Of this total, exactly one hundred and fifty were returned. 
This represented a total of 60% of the group. These replies 
came from beginning t$ac;b.ers in Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
New Hampshire, Maine, Rhode Island, New York, Florida and 
California. As would be expected, the greatest number re-
ceived were from within the state of Massachusetts. Since 
the survey did not ask for the name of town or city in which 
the beginning teacher was ,employed, or from what college he 
was graduated, such information is not available. 
2.-Summ.ary 
As a result of the tabulation of responses, the follow..;. 
ing preliminary information may be summarized; 
1. Of the population returning the surveys, 90% 
were women. 
2. Of the population returning the survey, 70.8% 
held a B.s. in Education degree. 
3. Those replying represented all elementary grades 
• 
as well as· special class and kindergarten .. 
4. 60% of the male teachers replying were teaching 
at the sixth grade level, while the female pop-
ulation was well distributed at each level. 
3. Conclusions 
Responses to the problems suggested indicate that the 
following conclusions may be drawn: 
~9 There appear to be two outstanding problems 
wh~ch over 45% of those replying felt their ed-
ucation had not equipped them to overcome. 
a. The first of these was the item listed 
as "purposeful sea tworkn which. 46% felt 
they had not learned how to handle. 60% 
of. the men and 44% of the women gave 1:h is 
reply while on1y·28% of the combined pop-
ulation felt this area was not a problem. 
There 78% of those replying felt that 
· purposeful seatwork was an area giving 
difficulty. 
b. The second was the "providing remedial 
instruction" item which received the 
highest percentage o£ inadequate train-
ing responses. 51% of the total re-
sponding £elt that they were unable to 
cope with the situation because college 
had not provided for it.. 19% :re lt that 
it was no problem as· they gave no re-
sponse to the item. There:t:ore, 81% of 
those returning. surveys looked upon this 
as a trouble spot. 
Since these results are significant, it is safe 
to conclude that these two areas are the ou t• 
standing problems ·of' the beginning teacher. 
Over three· fourths of the population felt that 
these areas were a problem. It: they are a prob-
lem to three out of every :rour conscientious 
enough to reply, it may be assumed they are a 
problem to the majority o:t: beginning teachers. 
2. Other areas receiving relatively high percentage 
as items which :t:irstyearo teachers :t:elt their 
college experience had not provided for were as 
follows: 
a. Preparing for the first day 27% 
b. Following the curriculum 
guide 31% 
. c. Discipline 
d. Providing for individual 
differences 
e. Routine of' system, etc. 
f'. Lack of acquaintance with 
texts and guides 22% 
g • .Evaluation of students 
These areas would indicate that discipline may 
not be the serious problem it has always been 
thought to be. Individual differences still 
ranks high among the problems as it has for many 
years. It_ may ·be assumed that the individual. 
differences·within the classes are responsible 
for the problems of providing remedial instruc-
tion and purposeful seatwork. Preparing for the 
first day, although a problem to 27% is far less 
serious than other indicated waaknesses. 
3. Those items,· outstanding in that they received 
no response, may be concluded as items which pre-
sented no problem. These rtp.osed problems u are 
as follows: 
Tb.e percentage indicates the total percentage of 
"no response, n · 
a. Securing a position 
b. Adjusting to the community 
c, Lack of knowledge of sub-
ject matter 
d, Evaluation of the new teacher 
by principal 
ee Parents and public relations 
f. Relationship with the 
teachers and principal 
g. Extra curricula committee 
work 
66% 
66% 
66% 
56% 
45. 
These percentages would indicate that the be-
ginning teacher had received adequate training in 
these areas arid 'that the communities had provided 
· in-service training to siipplement this. 
5. In the breakdown or the responses into categories 
according to degree held, there were no signiri-
cant differences between the difre.rent degree 
groups. Those holding Bachelor of Ar.ts degrees 
were having more diffic~lty in the areas of 
"methods or teaching" a.ll.d·"1plannip.g·;instruction. t1 
6. The population responding holding Bachelor o:r 
Science, Master of Psychology, and Master of 
Science were too limited to gain an accurate 
. . 
picture or the problem of these groups .. 
4. Limitations or Study 
The major limitations or the study are as follows: 
l. Within the instrument itself, the greatest limi-
tation was found to be the category listed as 11no 
response." This category included all items 
which the population did not mark in the other 
two categories. It could mean many different 
things. It might well have meant that it was 
overlooked, that it actually was not a problem, 
or that it was a problem Which the beginning 
teacher ror some personal reason did not care to 
answer. Since these three reasons could greatly 
affect the conclusions, it is easily the ou.t ... 
standing limitation of th.e study. 
2. A second .limitation is the small percentage of 
men responding. Although ~hey do not represent a 
majority of those teaching in the elementary 
school, . there are more than one man to each nine 
women teaching in the elementary grades; there-
fore, the population polled is not a picture of 
all beginning teachers, but rather the beginning 
woman teacher.,. 
3. Another uncontrollable limitation was the un-
equal distribution of responses according to ed-
ucational degrees held. As a result the studies 
conclusions are based mainly upon a population 
which holds a Bachelor of Science in Education 
degree. 
4. T.l:l.e choice problems li·sted also limited the 
study. ·out of necessity, the items vrere chosen 
for their apparent pertinence to the group. Ob-
viously, such a selection limits the responses, 
since many would hesitate to add items of their 
own. 
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APPEIIDIX 
... 5o ... 
• 
~~ 01·~-~0J.::: r:·:;·_.s~:\CL~ti~~-:.~ t~:~i "' 
Jc~:·Jl1:;;.-:~:Jr J.() .. 1ti5~; 
Dux·ing t~t:ia s«~rr.es~c.ez at BmYtc~ Uulv&;:·si:i:,y ~' tmdor t-ho r;~.;.:i.~ancc of Dx c.- v; G· .L~.:nwoc(~ 
Ch.o.se ·' I t:~.i."\ tTying to disco·~:ol' tho prob1c:<:ns of t!;.t~ new t~achc~ and the. e.~.'JY:.s or th(:;;:~ 
pt'obl~ill,~"' :tf possible, I real~i.Ze:. not 1:-..e.\ .... ;__..,g b\!:en i11 tho cluss:rcom too lo~.~ig l'~'~tsclf ~ 
·r,'bat. such problc::ne~ alth.c,ugh not st:u:mbl:b .. 1g bloc:m~ do c:x:i.at., 1 hav~ so;;, up tni11 .su.t>·-·-
vey ~-n an attempt to fi:nd nome oi' th{jse problem!;<> I >'rcil.lcl g1~t.1r::Uy apF_.~ccit!t.o ~\TOUT' 
co-.,·cpo:cation.., 
On this survey, 1. a~1 asking you to t..<1.k0 a fe-;; m:i.r.:u:t.:-c:3 to ~R~lus tc t·,'fcrt'cy sho: .. c. 
i t~m.s in ter!T'.S of your O"rtn expericneoQ F'Aleh 5.tem is cons1.derect 't.o be a p:;:•,:)blm;j of f,ho 
first yea1· teaehero Ii' the item is a p-L'oblem to you~ ples.sc p1rlce a (1) :i.u fro:nt of 
it. in the space provided" I£ the ite~ is a. prebl~m which y~fll f'ct:J. yow. cc]~ege t:'ain-, 
lng did not provide for, please pnt a (2L PleaaG look ea.refuD.y a:~ each i"t!:~ [;~l:ld 
~D.Swer honestly., This is merely an at,tempt to discover pt:;;:.s:lble w~akl1essos :!!.nd is 1>.ci; 
a conde!!'.natioo of ytmr coll<:i~--e tra.iningo I an not, co11c~z-ncd. w~ith uanes o-.t> ochcol 
systemso 
11' there is a problem \'1hich hao no~ been mc:ntioned but, you fe0l is i.mpm~1:~n·t~ 
pl~~s~ du me the favOI· of adding it to the list with a number besido ito ~han you 
ho.ve ~ompleted the survey" ploose put 1 t in th;) aceompc.nying envelope ;;o.nd drop it in 
t.hce ne&!'<3.st Tt111il box at :fOUl" ~l"liest CO;(<Venienceo Thank you ·.;er-j much fo~ your help(, 
B~ot of luck for this year and all corning yearso 
B.,S_.. in Ed<~ 
B ... S" BoA., 
Gro 1 Gra 2 Gro 4 
Boston University 
School of Eduoat1on 
tibr.ar.y 
Gro 5 
• 
?J.c'clSO ::::U3T.·a::- the i'clJ.o;:r.~.ng prob1.cr:;:; o I1:.t a ( 1) if you fcol that )..!.:, ir. a prcblt.:~ 
tc you,. but that yCIIl w~:':'!l :pl·eparcd £;;:;.,"' it by yo~-v:- coJ.J.cge training~ Ple~o!!> pttt, a 
(2) ii ycu fc~l that it, :to a problem,. bu.t that yov..r· college tl~ining d:'i.d not p:;.~eo;c· 
pare you tQ ho.r.dlo i·t.o If you feel you ;·;ould like to co.nur.en~, plo~se, by all mt-..&'lS 
do so., 'fhank you for your time 0 
( ) 6., Securing a pos:l.tiono 
( ) b. Prep:noing for the first day. 
( } co Adjusting to the community o 
( ) d. Following the curriculum or time guide given. 
( ) e., Disciplineo 
( ) f o Providing for individtull differencoso 
( ) g. Methods of teacbiDgo 
( ) h. tack of knowledge ot subject mattGr. 
( ) 1. Planning of instruction, locaticm of materials etc. 
( ) j. R~ine or tho system, rules, register et.e. 
( ) ko tack or acquainta.ncs w1 th texts and guides 0 
( ) 1. ~valuation ot studentso 
( ) m., Ew.luaticm or new teacher by principal. 
( ) n .. Parents and public relationao 
( ) O;t Rela.t1onsh1p with teachers aDd pr!Dcipal0 
( ) Po Purposeful seatwek0 
( ) qo Use ot bstructicmal naterials awilableo 
( ) r. TiM allotment in daily scheduleo 
( ) So Prori.d.112g remedial instructiOD 'ld.th!n the classroomo 
( ) t. Extra curricula coamd.ttee work, etc. 
Please add a117 problems with a number ~ ~ commentao 
